ABSTRACT. Let M and v be bounded, finitely additive measures on algebras over sets X and Y, respectively.
measure.
Terminology.
The object of interest in this paper is a triple (X, A, p)
consisting of an algebra A over a set X and a bounded, finitely additive, realvalued set function p defined on A. The integral with respect to p is that defined by Dunford and Schwartz [6, p. 112] . It is a straightforward, although technically tedious, exercise to show that this integral and the Moore-Smith integral [9, p. 332] are the same for the class of functions considered in this paper.
Hereafter, the term "measure" will be reserved for a finitely additive, bounded, real-valued set function defined on at least a semiring.
The following definition is the most important in this paper. (i) The function ipiy) m fg., f*dp on Y has a continuous extension iff on ßY.
(ii) The function (f>ix) ■ Joy /xdp on X has a continuous extension (p* on ßX.
(iii) /^ (f>*dp = fßy lff*dv. (y £ Y) and the measures p and v be defined as in part (D) of this theorem. Due to continuity, fgx f* dp (fgy /* dv) exists for each y e Y (x e X). Hence, the functions zp(y) = fgx f dp and <p(x) = fgy f dv are well defined and obviously bounded on Y and X for any regular Borel measures p and v on ßX and ßY, Examine ix.!°°=, C X. Either there exists x £ X such that x = x¿ for an infinite number of z's or Ix.!"?"., is an infinite set. In the second case there exists x £ ßX such that x is an accumulation point of {x.i^Lj in ßX. In either case lim.^^ fix., y.) = f* ix) fot each ;'. The x obtained is not necessarily unique, but the value of /*.(x) is independent of the choice of x. Similarly, there exists y e ßY such that lim^^ /(x¿, y.) ■/ (y) for each z.
Let p be the zero-one measure on the Borel sets of ßX generated by
x £ /3X-that is Therefore, JßX cfo dp 4 /¿¡y iff dv. Hence, / cannot satisfy condition (D) in The following lemma, also due to Pták [14, p. 572] , will be of use later. 4.1. Definition. Let A be an algebra on a set X.
(A) A is said to "separate points" on X if, given x, y e X such that x 4 y» there exists E, F e A such that x e E, y e F, and E C\F =0. If A "separates points" on X, then A is an SP algebra on X. 4.3. Let A be an SP algebra on a set X. Also fxfdp = fx,f*dp*.
(E) There is a one-to-one correspondence, N, between the points in X and the zero-one measures on A. Let p be a zero-one measure on A, let Nip) =
x £ X *, and let /(p) = p*. Then
for all E £ â. (C) / z's a DLC ¡unction. Therefore:
(A') // iffiy) m L / dp on Y, then iff is ^-continuous;
(B') // rp(x) = Jy f dv on X, then (p is A-continuous;
(C') fy ipdv = / / fdpdv = f f ¡àvdp = Jx (bdp. if iff iy) = f " g dp' for all y e Y , then iff is continuous on Y ;
if tp (x) = / » g dv for all x £ X , then çS is continuous on X ; and iy* *l>*dv = Jx, rp*ap.
Let iff = </f*|Y, and let rp = <p*|X. Then by Lemma 4.2 iff is B-continuous and (f> is A-continuous Also / ifj*dv' -Jy iffdv -Jy £, gy tfp'aV (for V e 7) = Jy Jx / ¿p^, and /x. ^^ = Jx ^^ = ¡x ¡Y. gxdu'dp (for x £ X) = Jx ¡y fdvdp. Let ¡/ i°°=, be a sequence of S-functions which converge uniformly to a function /.
Since the sequence is uniformly bounded as each / is bounded, / must also be (A) A * B contains the measurable rectangles-that is, sets of the form E x F for E e A and F e B.
(B) If E x F is a measurable rectangle, then p *v(E x F) = p(E) AF).
(C) p * AE) = Jy/X xE dV-dv f°r all E e A * B.
(D) A * B z's £Z72 algebra.
(E) p*v is a measure on A *B.
(F) // p 2272Z2' v are both nonnegative or zero-one measures, then so is p * v.
(G) // p and v are both a-additive, then so is p*v.
Proof. A * B is an algebra containing the measurable rectangles.
Let E x F be a measurable rectangle. A little reflection will show that Xe IS a DLC function. Also, Xe is ^" continuous (for fixed x or fixed y) with respect to any algebra C which contains the singleton sets in [0, l]. Hence, Xe IS an S-funetic-n and E e A * B.
Note that E is measurable with respect to the Bledsoe-Morse product outer measure [3] . The relationship between the outer measure induced by p *v on A * B and the Bledsoe-Morse outer measure is not known. An example where this theorem is false is given after the theorem. Consider the more general sense. Note that /Xxy / dip * v) = Jx/y / dv dp for all n. Let viX) be the variation measure with respect to a give measure X.
Then,
U> [x fY ¡dvdp -fx fY ¡ndvdp < max \if-fn)ix, y)\viu)iY)vip)iX), Hence, /Xxy /«/(p * w) » /x/y fdvdp. Q.E.D.
In the following two examples both interated integrals and the product integral will exist. In the first example the two iterated integrals will be equal to each other, but not to the product integral.
In the second example no two integrals will be equal. for E e B. 
